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Sixty-five Club Members' Biographical
Summaries
The biographies that follow are much too summary to do justice
to the incredibly distinguished careers of the currently and recently
active members of the Sixty-five Club presented herein. We hope,
however, that the information offered is suggestive of the tremendous
depth and richness of this unique treasure chest of legal scholarship
which has been enriching the lives of Hastings' students for almost
four decades.
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Sixty-five Club
Active Members

PAUL BASYE

MOFFATT HANCOCK

WARREN SHATTUCK

BENJAMIN BOYER

ADRIAN KRAGEN

ARTHUR SHERRY

MIGUEL DE CAPRILES

WILLIAM LOCKHART

JULIUS STONE

LAURENCE ELDREDGE

RUSSELL NILES

RAYMOND L. SULLIVAN

RAY FORRESTER

STEFAN RIESENFELD

ROGER TRAYNOR

ARTHUR GOLDBERG

RUDOLF SCHLESINGER

HAROLD VERRALL

RALPH AIGLER

MILTON GREEN

WILLIAM OWENS

WILLIAM BLUME

WILLIAM HALE

ROLLIN PERKINS

GEORGE BOGERT

ALBERT HARNO

HAROLD PICKERING

JOHN

JOHN HURLBUT

RICHARD POWELL

MILLARD BRECKENRIDGE

NORMAN LATTIN

WILLIAM PROSSEB

WILLIAM BRITTON

ERNEST LORENZEN

MAX RADIN

RICHARD CARPENTER

WARREN MADDEN

JOHN RICHARDS

CALVERT MAGRUDER

WARREN SEAVEY

ELLIOT CHEATHAM

FREDERICK MOREAU

LEWIS SIMES

BROOKS COX

JAMES MACLACHLAN

DAVID SNODGRASS

JUDSON CRANE

JAMES McBAINE

ROSCOE STEFFAN

AUGUSTIN DERBY

OLIVER MCCASKILL

FRANK STRONG

EDWIN DICKENSON

DUDLEY McGOVNEY

RUSSELL SULLIVAN

JUDSON FALKNOR

ORRIN MCMURRAY

SHELDON TEFFT

MERTON FERSON

RALPH NEWMAN

EDWARD THURSTON

EVERETT FRASER

RUDOLPH NOTTELMANN

CHESTER VERNIER

GEORGE GOBLE

CHARLES NUTTING

LAWRENCE VOLD

LEON GREEN

GEORGE OSBORNE

JOHN WAITE

JEROME HALL

BRADWAY

ARTHUR

CATHCART
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Professor Paul E. Bayse
Professor Paul E. Bayse feels that teaching is the "good life." He
practices law and teaches full time and writes books half time. This is
truly what he loves to do.
Born in 1901, Professor Bayse received his J.D. in 1926 from the
University of Chicago Law School. He continued his education and
received his LL.M. and S.J.D. from the University of Michigan.
During this period he was very involved in the sciences, tutoring his
way through law school and writing books for correspondence school.
After school he was in private practice in Kansas City, Missouri
until 1944 when he went into private practice in San Francisco. As
a professor at Hastings Law School since 1948, he has especially enjoyed getting students to think and weigh legal problems in order
to reach a solution.
Professor Bayse's numerous contributions to the fields of estate
planning and real property include his authorship of books on these
subjects. In addition he served as a co-draftsman of the Model Probate Code and of the Model Small Estates Act, as a reporter and
co-draftsman of the Uniform Probate Code, and as a past chairman
of the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law of the American Bar Association.
Even though his writing, teaching and private practice keep him
busy, Professor Bayse still finds time for travel, which has taken him
to every state, Canada, Mexico, and Europe. He also enjoys reading
good literature and scientific matter.

Professor William Blume
When he came to the Hastings Sixty-five Club in 1963, after
thirty years as a member of the faculty of the University of Michigan
School of Law, William Wirt Blume brought with him a colorful legal and educational background. Born in Huntington, West Virginia
on January 19, 1893, Professor Blume, in reverse fashion, received
his LL.B. from Cumberland University six years before graduating
from Texas Christian University with an A.B. in 1920. His legal positions have taken him from London, where he clerked for the State
Department, to Shanghai, where he was Dean and professor at the
Comparative Law School of China from 1920-24.
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Faced with the difficult decision of entering private practice or
returning to school at the University of Michigan Law School for
further studies, Professor Blume chose the latter course which eventually led to a position on the faculty. He received his Doctor of
Juridical Sciences in 1927, specializing in civil procedure.
Professor Blume's paramount interest is legal history, to which
he devoted a large part of his time at Michigan. The offer to teach
at Hastings following his retirement at Michigan presented the professor with the opportunity to research California legal history, an
important reason for his acceptance of the Hastings position. The
fruit of this most recent labor was California Courts in Historical
Perspective, 22 Hastings L.J. 121 (1970).
Professor Blume left Hastings in 1972 and now lives in Mill Valley, California.

Benjamin Franklin Boyer
Professor Benjamin Franklin Boyer began his long career in the
law while in grade school, running errands for his father who was a
commissioner on the Kansas City Court of Appeals in Missouri. He
earned his J.D. at the University of Missouri in 1928, where he was
elected to Order of the Coif. After five years with the Missouri Highway Commission and four years in private practice, he joined the faculty at the Kansas City School of Law, which the following year was
absorbed in the University of Kansas City system. Except for a year
of graduate work at Columbia and service in the Army during World
War II, he remained there until 1947. In that year he accepted appointment as Dean of Temple University School of Law, a position
which he held for eighteen of the twenty-two years he taught there.
He joined the Hastings Sixty-five Club in 1969. Although touched
at times with a nostalgic desire to return to the courtroom, the professor harbors no regrets about his return to legal academe.
Among his many contributions to the social and legal communities, those of particular personal significance include his pioneering
of legal aid and clinical programs for law students, his help in founding the American Journal of Legal History (now in its 21st year),
and his work in helping to establish the National Accreditation Council for the Blind.
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Professor Boyer is enthusiastic about the Sixty-five Club and
values the opportunity to continue teaching. He attributes his continuing vitality to his contacts with his students as well as to his
association with Hastings with some of the greatest legal scholars in
the country.

Professor Miguel De Capriles
Born in Mexico City in 1906, Professor Miguel de Capriles
studied accounting and economics at New York University, where
he taught in those fields from 1928 to 1942. Seeking to further his
knowledge in the area of corporate finance, Professor de Capriles
entered law school at N.Y.U. where he received his J.D. degree in
1935.
Appointed to the N.Y.U. Law School faculty 10 years later, he
also served in various administrative capacities, including Dean of
the law school and later vice-president and general counsel of the
university. He retired from N.Y.U. in 1974 when he became a professor of law at Hastings.
As chief draftsman of the 1963 New York Business Corporation
Law, Professor de Capriles championed the inclusion of accounting
principles into modern corporation law. His article, Modern Financial Accounting published in the New York Law Review in 1962-63.
was significant in overcoming opposition by practicing lawyers to
the codification of accounting theory.
The professor has also been extensively involved in international
athletic competition, both as a competitor and a judge. As a member of the U.S. Olympic and International Fencing Teams from 1932
to 1951, he won several national championships, as well as two Olympic and three Pan American team medals. In 1936, as one of three
top international fencing judges in the U.S., Professor de Capriles
was the first American to judge the finals of an Olympic fencing
event. In 1963 Professor de Capriles was awarded the highest grade
of the Order of Merit by the French government for excellence in
athletics. In 1976, he became one of three Americans to hold a silver
medal from the Olympic Order.
Professor de Capriles considers his experience at Hastings to be
among his most satisfying, because it involves pure teaching, without
the distractions of practice or administrative responsibility.
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Honorable Preston Devine
The Honorable Preston Devine was born in San Francisco in
1904. Having completed his undergraduate and legal studies at the
University of San Francisco, Justice Devine continued his education
at the University of California where he received a degree of Master
of Arts in 1933. For the next few years, Justice Devine was an instructor at the University of San Francisco Law School.
From 1938-1944, Justice Devine served as an Assistant District
Attorney in San Francisco. He began his long and distinguished
judicial career when he was appointed to the Municipal Court of
San Francisco in 1946 and the Superior Court the following year.
While on the Superior Court, he served in the appellate department
from 1951-1961 and became a member of the Judicial Council in
1959.
Justice Devine's judicial career continued with his appointment
to the California Court of Appeal in San Francisco, on which he distinguished himself; he was appointed Presiding justice of the First
Appellate District in 1966.
Claiming he has no hobbies, Justice Devine views retirement as
an anathema and has vowed to continue working in the legal and
judicial profession in some capacity. In regard to his experiences
in teaching criminal law, he stated, "To face young students of the
law was a gratifying opportunity because I hoped that I could transmit to them some of the many conclusions which are gained from
trial and appellate courtroom experience to supplement what they
were reading in the casebooks."

Professor Laurence H. Eldredge
"The fact that I am a lawyer is just happenstance," remarks
Professor Laurence H. Eldredge as he describes his youth in Trials
of a Philadelphia Lawyer. Professor Eldredge had every intention
of becoming a businessman until his senior year at Lafayette College, when his business law professor convinced him that his talents
lay in the legal field. Taking this advice, he received his law degree
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1927, and entered the Philadelphia firm of Roberts & Montgomery. The next year, Professor
Eldredge accepted an adjunct teaching position at Temple University, where he was assigned a course in Torts, thus beginning his
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lifelong fascination with the subject. Professor Eldredge became a
full time professor at the University of Pennsylvania in 1938 but returned to private practice in 1944 because he "missed the battlefront." He retained his connection with teaching, however, by lecturing on medical jurisprudence at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine. Professor Eldredge returned to full time teaching in 1970, when he joined the faculty at Hastings. In addition to
his work as a practicing attorney and educator, Professor Eldredge
is an accomplished author. A journalist during his college and law
school years, the professor wrote the first two volumes of the Pennsylvania Annotation to the Restatement of Torts and later a text entitled, Modern Tort Problems. He is a universally recognized authority in the field of Torts and served as revising reporter for the
Restatement in 1946-47.

Professor Ray Forrester
Forty-one years in the legal profession has not removed the challenge that Professor Ray Forrester enjoys in the law school classroom.
On the contrary, he continues to find his students stimulating and
hopes to remain with them as long as he is able to make a contribution-a contingency that will undoubtedly see the professor through
many years to come.
His vitality and enthusiasm are evidenced by his most recent
publication in the September 1977 issue of the American Bar Association Journal which offers a fresh theory on the identity of the Supreme Court. A prolific writer, Professor Forrester is not content
to rest on the laurels of his impressive literary accomplishments,
which include casebooks on constiutional law as well as federal jurisdiction and procedure. In addition, he has served as Dean of Law
at Vanderbilt, Tulane, and Cornell Universities. His responsibilities
in the classroom necessitate some curtailment of his involvement in
labor arbitration, a field which he has enjoyed since he served as
Interim Chairman for U.S. Steel and the Steelworkers Union and as
Permanent Arbitrator for International Harvester and the UAW.
Professor Forrester is proud to be a member of the Sixty-five
Club at Hastings, with such professors as Sheldon Tefft, whom he
has admired since Professor Tefft taught him at the University of
Chicago Law School.
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Honorable Arthur J. Goldberg
Most professionals aspire to reach the pinnacles of their particular specialty. The Honorable Arthur J. Goldberg has reached so
many pinnacles in his diverse professional pursuits that he sits now
upon a lofty plane of achievement. Justice Goldberg's proficiency in
both advocacy and negotiation earned him the position of General
Counsel for the AFL-CIO. His successful performance led to an
appointment to President Kennedy's Cabinet as Secretary of Labor,
from whence he received the distinction of serving as Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court. It was with considerable
reluctance that Justice Goldberg left the Court three years later,
responding to President Johnson's plea to succeed Adlai Stevenson as
United States Representative to the United Nations.
In addition to his achievements in public life, Justice Goldberg
has held appointments as Professor of Diplomacy and Law at several
notable institutions of higher learning, including Princeton, American
University, Columbia, and Hastings. He has been awarded honorary degrees at over twenty universities. Almost unbelievably, Justice
Goldberg has also found time to author four books and contribute over
twenty articles to scholarly publications, among them the Hastings
Law Journal and the Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly.
Justice Goldberg has recently returned from Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
where he employed his diplomatic skills as Chairman of the United
States Delegation to the Conference on Human Rights.
Professor Milton D. Green
Since his arrival at Hastings in 1967, Professor Green has each
year introduced neophyte students to the complex world of civil procedure with unparalleled success. His secret? He loves everything
about teaching - "except grading exams."
Professor Green is by no means new to legal education. Just
seven years after he graduated from the University of Michigan Law
School, he left a promising practice in Denver to teach Conflict of
Laws at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Since then he has
taught virtually the full gamut of legal instruction at no less than
nine of the most prestigious institutions in the country.
The professor's contributions to the legal community have not
been confined to the classroom. In 1959, he helped direct the first
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seminar for appellate judges at NYU. The year before he chaired
the commission that wrote the City Charter for Clayton, Missouri.
He has written a film scrinpt and three books, not the least known
of which, Basic Civil Procedure (affectionately referred to by his
students as "The Little Red Book") is currently the top seller on the
University Press Textbook series.
Professor Green's contributions to Hastings alone have been inestimable. In 1976 he initiated the Professor Milton D. Green Top
Ten Citation, an annual award recognizing the academic achievements of the top ten students in the first year class.
At the end of this year Professor Green will retire from teaching. He and his wife of 49 years will move to Lake San Marcos,
near San Diego, where the professor will golf, swim, and "maybe
dust off the old fishing pole."
Professor Green's warm presence has been an inspiration for students and faculty alike. We will all miss him.

Professor Jerome Hall
Jerome Hall began his legal career in Chicago in 1923, having
recently graduated from the University of Chicago School of Law.
After a brief stint in private practice, he became a Professor of Law
at the University of North Dakota. Since then he has taught at several American universities, remaining for more than 30 years at Indiana University, where he was appointed Distinguished Service Professor of the University. In 1970 Professor Hall joined the faculty
of Hastings.
Professor Hall's list of accomplishments is lengthy. He is the
only person to be simultaneously President of the American Society
for Political and Legal Philosophy (1967-69) and also President of
the American Section of the International Association for Legal and
Social Philosophy (1966-69). For many years he has been a Director
of the American Society for Legal History.
Professor Hall's reputation is international in scope. He has
served as Visiting Professor of Law at the University of London
(1954-55) and Visiting Professor at the University of Freiburg, Germany (1961), and he has lectured at universities in more than 25
countries. In 1968 he was elected a member of the China Academy.
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In 1975 Professor Hall was presented with a Festschrift, a volume of
essays written in his honor by leading scholars of various countries.
Among them was an article by Justice Dando of the Japanese Supreme Court and Justice Ansel of the Supreme Court of France.
A German scholar, writing in a recent issue of the American Journal
of Comparative Law, wrote of the "enormous impact of Jerome Hall
in the U.S.A. and abroad."

Professor Moffatt Hancock
Distinguished undergraduate and law school performances at the
University of Toronto led to Professor Moffatt Hancock's appointments to the law faculties at his alma mater and later at the University of Dalhoussie in Nova Scotia. Among his former students
are five provincial prime ministers as well as every member of the
current Supreme Court of Nova Scotia.
A native of Canada, Professor Hancock's introduction to the
American legal profession came in the 1940's when he accepted a
research fellowship at the University of Michigan Law School.
There he received his S.J.D. and published his monumental book,
Torts in the Conflict of Laws.
Professor Hancock spent some of his early years on stage and
even now writes Gilbert and Sullivan-type verse. He decided that
he preferred directing his dramatic talents to the classroom rather
than the courtroom. He accepted a teaching position at the University of Southern California in 1949, where he taught before joining the Stanford Law School faculty in 1953. He came to Hastings
in 1976 to teach conflict of laws and real property.
During the 1960's and 1970's the professor continued to write
in the field of conflicts of law, joining Professor Currey and Chief
Justice Traynor in their attempt to "revolutionize" conflicts law.
Other accomplishments include a Guggenheim Fellowship resulting
in articles discussing conflicts of law issues in land title litigation and
a term as a consultant to the Canadian Conference of the Committee
on Uniformity of Legislation in 1967.
After having taught law for five decades in two countries, his
greatest satisfaction comes from having a son who is a second year
law student at Stanford and a daughter who is a professor of law
at Tulane University.
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Professor Adrian A. Kragen
Adrian Kragen regards himself primarily as a teacher and administrator, not as a scholar. His opinion persists even though he
is the author, with John K. McNulty, of Cases and Materials on Federal Taxation, a major textbook in the tax field, as well as of numerous articles in the scholarly journals.
There is no doubt that Professor Kragen came to his teaching
career with a strong grounding in private practice. After receiving
both his A.B., summa cum laude, in 1931, and his L.L.B. in 1934 at
the University of California, Berkeley, he served as deputy attorney
general of California for several years, before joining the Los Angeles
firm of Loeb & Loeb as a tax lobbyist for industry groups.
From 1952 to 1973, Professor Kragen was Shannon Cecil Turner
Professor of Law at Boalt Hall, University of California, Berkeley,
and is Professor Emeritus at that school. In 1974 he began teaching
at Hastings College of the Law, where he continues an active teaching schedule which includes classes and seminars.
Adrian Kragen's administiative interests are evidenced by his
service as Vice Chancellor of the University of California, Berkeley
from 1960 to 1964 and as academic assistant to the Chancellor for the
two years following. In addition, Professor Kragen is a member of
the Board of Trustees, Alta Bates Hospital, Berkeley, a member of
the Board of the California Alumni Association, and is the president
of Guardian Health Foundation.
Professor Kragen is active, also, as a practitioner and consultant.
He has served as general counsel of the California Retailers Assocition since 1946, as a member of various committees of the taxation
sections of both the American and California Bar Associations, and
as a member of the council of the International Fiscal Association.
He was counsel to Steinhart, Feigenbaum, Goldberg & Ladar in San
Francisco from 1972 to 1975.
Professor Kxagen's students regard him with a mixture of respect
for his exhaustive knowledge of the tax field, awe at his past elbowrubbing relationship with Hollywood stdrs and their tax problems,
and appreciation for his warmth and kindness as a teacher. In appreciation for his work and dedication Professor Kragen has received
the California Alumni Award, Boalt Hall Citation, and University of
California, Berkeley, Citation.
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Professor Norman Lattin
Professor Norman Lattin characterizes his invitation to the
Hastings Faculty in 1963 as one of the highlights of his long and successful career. After receiving his A.B. from Colby College, Professor Lattin earned his J.D. from the University of Michigan in 1924.
As a research fellow at Harvard Law School, he was awarded an
S.J.D. in 1931.
The professor began his teaching career of nearly 50 years at
Ohio State University Law School, where he remained until he was
named Professor Emeritus in 1963. During that time, he also taught
for brief periods at Western Reserve and New York University Law
Schools and held visiting professorships at numerous other institutions.
A veteran of the First World War, Professor Lattin interrupted
his teaching career to enlist in the Army during World War II and
served in the Judge Advocate General's Department. He left in
1946, as Lieutenant Colonel, having been awarded the Bronze Star.
Professor Lattin is an accomplished author, having published in
numerous law reviews and journals. In addition, he has co-authored
several casebooks and texts, including Lattin on Corporations,one of
the leading works in the field.

Professor William B. Lockhart
Professor William B. Lockhart has had perhaps his greatest impact on the law in the area of obscenity and the protection of first
amendment rights. Mr. Justice Douglas, in his dissenting opinion
in Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, (1957) quotes from one of
the professor's numerous articles: "The danger of . . . shocking or
offending readers, or of stimulating sex thoughts or desires . . . can
never justify the losses to society that result from interference with
literary freedom."
The professor's scholarship and vigorous defense of literary freedom were rewarded when President Johnson asked him to chair the
United States Commission on Obscenity and Pornography. Operating under Professor Lockhart's direction for two years, the Commission adopted his concept of variable obscenity. He has served
as counsel to the Office of Price Administration and as a labor arbitrator. His literary accomplishments include a widely used casebook
on constitutional law.
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Although Professor Lockhart did not intend to become a law
professor, teaching has become his most personally satisfying achievement. After receiving his law degree from Drake University and
pursuing an active law practice in Kentucky and Iowa, he was
awarded the Harvard University Thayer Teaching Fellowship in
1937. Within a year he was offered a teaching position at Stanford
Law School, and eight years later he moved to the University of
Minnesota Law School, where he served as dean for sixteen years.
He joined the Hastings faculty in 1975 where he continues to find
coaxing law students into becoming good lawyers the most creative
challenge he has yet tried. He is having too much fun to stop now.

Professor Frederick J. Moreau
When others might be enjoying the "good life" of retirement,
Professor Frederick J. Moreau is doing what he enjoys most-teaching.
Born in 1893, in Wisconsin, Professor Moreau proceeded directly to
college from elementary school. During his junior year he began
teaching grade school and two years later was promoted to principal.
After service in World War I, he returned as Superintendent of
Schools.
Professor Moreau received a Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin in 1922 and LL.B. and J.D. degrees in 1924. In 1937, he received an LL.M. from Columbia, and in 1977, Pepperdine University
awarded him an Honorary LL.D.
His long and satisfying career as a law school teacher began in
1927 when he was appointed Associate Professor of Law at the University of Idaho. From 1929 to 1963, he was Professor of Law at
the University of Kansas, where he served as Dean for twenty-one
years. During that time he was a Visiting Professor of Law at a
number of universities including the University of Tehran, where he
lectured in French. While in Iran, he was invited by the State
Department to lecture in other Iranian cities.
After his "retirement" from the University of Kansas, Professor
Moreau spent a year teaching at the University of Oregon and then
came to Hastings. He served the Hastings community with distinction until "retiring" in 1973, to join the Pepperdine University Law
Faculty. Presently still teaching law, the professor's only complaint
is that he is not teaching enough classes.
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Professor Moreau views the law as the last word in every discipline - the final arbiter of what must be done. In keeping with
his philosophy, he has taught law in pharmaceutical, medical, engineering, and business schools. Lawyers, he believes, have no
monopoly on legal education.
Professor Ralph A. Newman
The concept of retirement must be anathema to Professor Ralph
A. Newman. After graduating from Harvard Law School in 1914
and enjoying a successful law practice in New York City for 19
years, Professor Newman pursued a teaching career at St. John's
University until he reached their retirement age. Relocating at
American University, he taught for another 8 years while serving
two terms as President of the American Society for Legal History.
He then, as he put it, "heard the beating of the wings of destiny,
and retired for the second time, as Professor Emeritus." It was only
after this second retirement that he moved west and joined the
Hastings faculty as a member of' the Sixty-five Club.
Professor Newman's longevity has been accompanied by an
amazing breadth of endeavor. Prior to coming to Hastings his interests and expertise included legal history, labor law, law in society,
and trusts and equity. At Hastings, Professor Newman turned his
energies to Comparative Law, a subject he had never formally
studied. His success in this field is reflected in his lectures on this
subject in Luxembourg, Liege, Frankfurt, London, Paris, Jerusalem,
and Brazil. In 1971 he was named as Professor at the International
Association for the Teaching of Comparative Law in Strasbourg.

Professor Russell Denison Niles
Three years as a debating coach at the University of Colorado
was a prelude to the brilliant tenure of Russell Denison Niles at New
York University (1927-73), where he rose to be chancellor. Professor Niles views his most important contribution to law as "building,
in the institutional sense;" in his years as dean (1948-64) and chancellor (1964-66), N.Y.U. Law School grew in stature to be one of the
finest in the nation.
Having received his A.B. and LL.B. from the University of Montana, Professor Niles has enjoyed an active legal career. In 1941,
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he left teaching for three years to join a Wall Street firm where the
financial reward almost persuaded him not to return to academe. He
has been chairman of the A.B.A. section on real property, probate,
and trust law (1956) and president of the New York City Bar Association (1966-68), the first academic lawyer to hold either position.
He has also served as director of the Institute of Judicial Administration at N.Y.U. and as an advisor to the ALI Restatement of Trusts,
2d.
Professor Niles' avocations of sailing, hiking, tennis and camping
reflect his Montana upbringing. He continues working when he
could be enjoying retirement because lie feels it keeps him young.
Professor Niles feels that Hastings "has the potential to be the
most important law center in the West." As chairman of the Longrange Planning Committee of the Hastings Faculty, his skills as an
institution builder have helped Hastings to realize this potential.
The Hastings community and the legal profession welcome such illustrious aid.
Professor Rollin M. Perkins
Professor Rollin M. Perkins' distinguished teaching career spans
almost sixty years. Born in 1889, le attended the University of Kansas and was awarded a J.D. from Stanford in 1912 and an S.J.D. from
Harvard in 1916. His teaching career began in that year at the University of Iowa where he remained until 1946. In the interim he
served in the Army during World War I, held visiting professorships
at law schools throughout the country, and contributed to the civil
defense effort in World War II.
After service on the law faculties of Vanderbilt and U.C.L.A., Professor Perkins joined the faculty of Hastings in 1957. For eighteen
years Professor Perkins taught criminal law at Hastings, "retiring"
at the age of eighty-six. A highlight of his teaching career came in
1973, when the student body of Hastings elected him the first Professor of the Year.
Professor Perkins is one of the leading authorities on criminal
law in the United States. His first casebook, Cases on Criminal Procedure, was published in 1921. Over the years he has authored
casebooks and texts that have become recognized authorities in the
field of criminal law. In addition, he has contributed numerous
articles to leading legal periodicals.
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"Retirement" has not stopped him from writing. A year ago
he completed the fifth edition of Criminal Law and Procedure. Presently, he is working on the third edition of his text, Perkins on Criminal Law.
Professor Perkins occasionally enjoys playing golf, although he
does not expect to equal his hole-in-one of years past. He has three
children, eleven grandchildren, and fifteen great-grandchildren. The
respect Professor Perkins enjoys among members of the legal community is exemplified by the words of Congressman John L. Burton,
one of his former students, "[H]e rightfully belongs with those select
few jurors, advocates and academicians who have formed a cornerstone upon which modern criminal law has been structured. The
law will always be grateful for the presence and the influence of this
quiet, modest, brilliant scholar of the law."

Professor Richard Roy Belden Powell
Richard Roy Belden Powell was born in Rochester, New York,
on October 11, 1890. After receiving his undergraduate degree from
the University of Rochester, he earned his M.A. degree in 1912 and
his LL.B. degree in 1914 from Columbia University.
Recruited from his law practice in 1921 to teach at Columbia
Law School by Dean (later Chief Justice) Harlan Stone, Professor
Powell embarked on a fifty-five year career which has taken him to
some fifteen American law schools. In 1959 he came to Hastings
where he taught for twelve more years.
Over the years Professor Powell has received many honors and
awards, including an honorary LL.D. degree from Columbia University. In 1976 the Columbia Law School Alumni Association presented him with its Medal for Excellence. He is currently the
Dwight Professor of Law Emeritus at Columbia and Professor of
Law Emeritus at Hastings.
Professor Powell's writings have had significant impact on the
development of the law, particularly property law. His widely
adopted casebooks and his extensive law review contributions reflect his talents as a legal scholar and historian. Among the most
notable is his six volume treatise on real property law. He served
for fifteen years as the Reporter for the American Law Institute, out
of which period resulted a widely accepted Restatement of Property.
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His latest work, Compromise of Conflicting Claims: A Century of
California Law 1760-1860, is an excellent tracing of a century of
California law under four significantly different cultures.
Professor Powell's contributions have not been limited to the
law. From 1952 to 1954, he served as director of Columbia University's bicentennial celebration. The celebration's theme, man's right
to gain and fully use knowledge, achieved international acclaim,
owing in large part to Professor Powell's imaginative and industrious
administration.
Professor Powell was a demanding instructor and required of his
students precision in thought and utterance. His students believed
he was genuinely interested in their success and remember him with
admiration and respect.

Professor Stefan A. Riesenfeld
Nazi terrorism forced Professor Stefan A. Riesenfeld to flee his
native Germany at the beginning of his teaching career in Breslau.
With the help of senior professors, he secured an assistant professorship at the University of Milan and received a J.U.D. in 1934.
The following year, Riesenfeld came to Boalt Hall School of Law
as a research associate and was soon to receive a J.D. from Boalt
and a J.S.D. from Harvard. While teaching law at the University
of Minnesota, he earned a B.S. in electrical engineering. In 1944,
he interrupted his academic career for two years to join the Navy's
efforts in the South Pacific.
Professor Riesenfeld accepted a position on the Boalt Hall faculty
in 1952, where he was to remain for twenty-three years. Recognizing
his many contributions to his students and his legal scholarship, the
California Law Review dedicated issue six of volume sixty-three to
commemorate his retirement.
Always a prolific author, Riesenfeld has over twenty-two books,
ninety articles, and eighty book reviews to his credit, including works
in German and Italian. His comprehensive study of Hawaii's worker's compensation law led to a complete overhaul of that state's system. In addition to his faculty position at Hastings, Riesenfeld is
currently counselor on International Law for the State Department.
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Professor Riesenfeld shuns "retirement" for doing what he enjoys
best: teaching, writing, and advising. His ability not to take himself too seriously and a great desire to make a contribution to society
have produced an extraordinary legal scholar worthy of his students'
emulation.

Professor Rudolf B. Schlesinger
Professor Rudolf B. Schlesinger's active career has included successful pursuits in teaching, writing, and consulting. Since joining
the Cornell University Law School faculty 30 years ago, he has found
that teaching, with its opportunity for contact and a close rapport with
students, has provided his great satisfaction.
Upon graduating from Columbia Law School, where he served
as Editor-in-Chief of the Columbia Law Review, he was appointed
Law Secretary to Chief Judge Irving Lehman of the New York Court
of Appeals. His appointment to Cornell provided the opportunity
to pursue a deep interest in the law which he had missed during
the prior three and one-half years of practicing "in the canyons of
Wall Street." His performance and popularity as Visiting Professor
at Hastings in the Spring of 1974 earned him an invitation to become a permanent member of the Sixty-five Club the following year.
Professor Schlesinger's devotion to teaching has not detracted
from his literary contributions to the legal community. His casebook on comparative law, the fourth edition of which he is currently
completing, is the most widely used teaching tool for comparative
law in the English-speaking world. His Formation of Contracts A Study of the Common Core of Legal Systems, representing the first
attempt to identify a common core among leading legal systems with
respect to a particular field of law, has been more widely reviewed
than any other law book in recent years. As a consultant to the New
York Law Revision Commission, he played a part in persuading the
Commission to adopt the Uniform Commercial Code, a preface to
its adoption everywhere.
In the little spare time that he has he devotes himself to his
family and also to hiking, opera, art, and Agatha Christie mysteries.
Although writing and consulting result in more fame and money than
does teaching, Professor Schlesinger's greatest satisfaction is to feel
that he has made an impact on the minds of younger lawyers.
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Professor Warren Shattuck
Born in Ruston, Louisiana, Professor Warren Shattuck received
his B.A. and LL.B. from the University of Washington. Realizing
he preferred the life of a scholar and educator to that of a practicing
attorney, Professor Shattuck undertook graduate study at Yale, where
he received his J.S.D. He then returned to the University of Washington as a full time professor, where he was to remain for twentyseven years with only brief interruptions when he served as a visiting professor at Duke University and the University of Utah. During the 1960's, when the University of Washington received a federal
grant for the study of the comparative law of the United States and
Asia, Professor Shattuck, as Chairman of the Graduate Studies Department, travelled throughout Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea interviewing potential graduate students for the program. His continuing interest and expertise in Asian legal studies is reflected in
his two most recently published books, Patent and Know-How Licensing in Japan and the U.S. (1977) and Trade and Investment in
Taiwan (1973). Professor Shattucks international travels stimulated
an artistic as well as a legal interest. He began to collect unset
gems and semiprecious stones and, as a result, became an accomplished jeweler. Professor Shattuck fully intended to become involved in the handcrafted jewelry business after his retirement from
the University of Washington. Instead, he was persuaded to join
the Hastings faculty where, in addition to teaching classes in contracts and conflict of laws, he serves as, advisor to the East Asian
Law Society and the Internationaland Comparative Law Journal.
Professor Arthur Sherry
Professor Arthur Sherry received his A.B. from St. Mary's College
in 1929 and his J.D. from University of California, Boalt Hall in 1932.
Professor Sherry's legal career represents extensive and distinguished experience as both practicing attorney and academician. His
career as a legal practitioner began in 1932 as an attorney with the
Alameda County Legal Aid Society. A year later, he began work
with the Alameda County District Attorney's office under Earl Warren, where he remained until World War II interrupted his legal
career.
Subsequent to his discharge from the Army Air Corps, Professor
Sherry returned to the Alameda County District Attorney's office
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where he served until appointed Assistant Chief Counsel to the California Crime Study Commission on Organized Crime by Governor
Warren in 1951. In 1952 Governor Brown appointed him Chief
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the criminal division.
Professor Sherry's legal teaching career began in 1953 with his
appointment as the Walter Perry Johnson Professor of Law and
Criminology at University of California, Boalt Hall. In 1975 Professor Sherry came to Hastings College of the Law where he continues his teaching as a member of the honored Sixty-five Club.
Professor Sherry's leisure interests include still photography and
gardening. He is particularly fond of growing fuchsia.

Professor Julius Stone
During the course of the last half century, Professor Julius Stone
has taught over 12,000 students and has published 26 books and more
than 80 scholarly articles. Born in Leeds, Yorkshire, in 1907, he
holds a B.A. in Jurisprudence and a B.C.L. (Exeter College, Oxford), D.C.L. (Oxford), LL.M. (Leeds), S.J.D. (Harvard), and
LL.D. (Leeds, honoris causa).
After an assistant professorship at Harvard Law School in the
early 1930's Professor Stone taught in England and New Zealand.
In 1942, he was appointed to the Challis Chair of Jurisprudence and
International Law at the University of Sydney, a position he enjoyed
until his "retirement" in 1972. During this period he held visitation
professorships in universities in the United States, the Netherlands,
and India. Presently Professor Stone divides his teaching time between Hastings College of the Law, where he is Distinguished Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law, and the University of
New South Wales.
Professor Stone finds great fascination in chronicling the flow of
ideas on the law which arise from the pressures of litigation, social
movements, and world events. His book, Quest for Survival, published in 1961, contained the first published proposal for the establishment of a "hot line" between Washington, D.C. and Moscow.
On the eve of its release the Kennedy administration ordered thirty
galley copies. Three years later the "hot line" became a reality.
Professor Stone has foregone retirement and has sacrificed his
favorite pastime, landscape gardening, for his writing and teaching.
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His contributions have earned him a deserving place at the forefront
of Anglo-American common law scholars.

Honorable Raymond Sullivan
The Honorable Raymond Sullivan is certainly one of San Francisco's most noted and loyal native sons. Justice Sullivan was born
here in 1907 and received all of his education from elementary through
professional school in The City by The Bay. He received his A.B.
(1928), J.D. (1930), and LL.M. (1933) from the University of San
Francisco, and, in recognition of his outstanding service to the public
and the legal community, his alma mater bestowed an LL.D. upon
Justice Sullivan in 1972.
Justice Sullivan spent the first thirty-one years of his career in
private practice in San Francisco as a partner in Malone & Sullivan,
and was admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of the United
States in 1946. He brought this solid experience to the bench when
he was appointed by Edmund G. Brown to the Court of Appeal, First
Appellate District, in 1961. He served as presiding Justice on that
court from 1964 to 1966.
In 1966 Justice Sullivan was appointed Associate Justice of the
California Supreme Court by Governor Brown. For the next eleven
years he contributed his insight and keen sense of justice to one of
the most esteemed courts in the nation.
Justice Sullivan still resides in San Francisco, his home for over
seventy years, and he continues to contribute to the cause of justice
by teaching a course in Appellate Process at Hastings. Justice Sullivan is presently preparing a casebook to be used in conjunction with
courses on the appellate process.
Professor Russell N. Sullivan
Professor Russell N. Sullivan's distinguished career began and
continues as a teacher. After graduating from Oberlin College,
where he was a star basketball player, he taught physical education
at Northwestern University. Convinced that teaching should be his
career, Professor Sullivan entered the University of Illinois Law School
in search of a more stimulating subject matter. He followed his pursuit to Columbia University, where, as a protege of Professor Richard
Powell, he received his LL.M. in 1938. Professor Sullivan soon re-
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turned to the University of Illinois where he taught in the law school
for almost thirty years, serving as Dean for the last ten.
In 1967 the professor accepted an invitation to join the Hastings
faculty as a member of the Sixty-five Club. Here he could enjoy
teaching unhampered by his previous responsibilities as Dean and
President of the Illinois Bar Association. The professor has by no
means shunned involvement at Hastings. Professor Sullivan takes
great pride in having founded the highly successful Student-Faculty
Relations Committee at Hastings, and has been instrumental in the
genesis of the new Law Center.
Professor Sullivan decided this was his last year of teaching,
saying he wanted to quit before his students told him he ought to
stop. He has retired to enjoy the ocean view in Florida while taking
his regular intellectual exercise at the Stetson University Law Library.
Professor Sullivan's greatest pleasures in law have come from
seeing the growth and achievements of his former students, many of
whom are successful lawyers, judges, business persons, and legal
scholars. Certainly all of them join the Hastings Community in
thanking Professor Sullivan for his dedication to the betterment of
both Hastings and the legal profession.

Professor Sheldon Tefft
Born in Nebraska in 1900, Sheldon Tefft received his law degree
from the University of Nebraska twenty-four years later. As a
Rhodes Scholar, he earned a Bachelor of Civil Law degree in 1927
at Oxford University. That year he returned home to accept an assistant professorship of law at University of Nebraska, only to move
on two years later to teach law at the University of Chicago, where
he remained until 1968. During that time, Professor Tefft had the
distinction of serving as acting dean.
His literary accomplishments include casebooks on property law,
law review articles, and contributions on conveyancing and foreclosure for the Encyclopedia Brittanica.
In his spare time Professor Tefft enjoys "tinkering" with automobiles and currently maintains 1962 and 1966 Lincolns. When the
cars are not operating, he can always fall back on the pair of 1901
chainless bicycles he keeps for just such emergencies. Summertime
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presents an opportunity to enjoy his country home in Vermont.
Most of all, he is grateful to his students who have taught him much
about the law and to whom he attributes his health and vigor.
Honorable Roger Traynor
Devoting but a few paragraphs to the delineation of one of the
most distinguished careers in the history of American jurisprudence
would be a slight to the Honorable Roger Traynor if he did not already know the regard in which we all hold him. From his humble
beginnings in a Utah mining town, Chief Justice Traynor rose beyond
the pinnacle of professional success to set new standards by which
future jurists will be measured. Each generation produces but a
handful of persons whose brilliant minds are matched by that sensitivity and flexibility of nature that makes them a leader in responsible
social change. For over three decades Roger Traynor's nimble mind
has set forth new legal doctrines, and his great sensitivity has opened
up new pathways to justice. Casebooks are sprinkled with his leading
opinions in a multitude of legal subjects and students across the land
learn to rely on his analysis early in their careers.
Chief Justice Traynor received his A.B. in political science from
the University of California, Berkeley, in 1923, and within the next
four years earned both a Ph.D. and a J.D. from the same university.
He began his legal career with a San Francisco firm and in 1930 began
a decade of teaching at the University of California, Boalt Hall. During this decade he also acted as a tax consultant for the United States
Treasury Department and the California State Board of Equalization.
In 1940 the Honorable Mr. Traynor was appointed as an Associate
Justice to the California Supreme Court, and three incredible decades
of judicial brilliance began. In 1964 he was appointed Chief Justice
of the court that many had come to esteem as the best in the nation.
After retiring from the court in 1970, the Chief Justice joined the
faculty at Hastings. Chief Justice Traynor also was the Goodhart
Professor of Legal Science at Cambridge, England, 1974-1975. Although he has received honors too numerous to list here, we do want to
note: American Bar Association Gold Medal, 1967; The Earl Warren
Award, American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Northern California, 1974; Justice Award, American Jurisprudence Society, 1974.
In addition to his continuing teaching duties and writing, Chief
Justice Traynor acts as advisor to The Hastings Law Journal.
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Professor Emeritus Clarence M. Updegra2
Professor Emeritus Clarence M. Updegraff, teacher, arbitrator,
counselor, and athlete, was born in Dallas Center, Iowa, in 1893.
In 1908 he enlisted in the Navy and eventually boxed his way to the
top of that service's light heavyweights. He earned a bachelor of arts
degree at George Washington University, a law degree at University
of Iowa, and a doctor of juristic science degree at Harvard University.
Professor Updegraff's long teaching career began at Louisiana
State University, George Washington University, and Harvard University. From 1926 to 1961 he taught torts and utility law at Iowa
State University. He wrote over twenty-five articles for legal and
educational journals, as well as two books, Regulation of Public Utilities in Iowa and Arbitration of Labor Disputes.
While on leave from Iowa State University during World War
II, he served the United States War Labor Board and the United
States Mediation and Conciliation Service. He was active in labormanagement disputes throughout the United States and Puerto Rico,
serving as panel chairman, hearing officer, and arbitrator for the
National War Labor Board and as arbitrator for the United States
Conciliation Service.
He is a nationally known arbitrator and has served as permanent
arbitrator for, among others, the United Automobile Workers of America, the Oil, Chemical and Atomic International Union, and Caterpillar Tractor Company.
From 1934 to 1937 he served as Assistant Attorney General of
the State of Iowa and earlier served as City Attorney for Iowa City.
Professor Updegraff taught labor law, contracts, and patent law
at Hastings from 1964 to 1972.

Professor Harold E. Verrall
Some 60 years ago, a small-town Iowa doctor offered to pay
Professor Harold Verrall's full expenses through medical school. The
offer was declined. "I told him I was going to be a lawyer. For
some reason or other, I had been very impressed with the speeches
given by one of our home-town lawyers. I thought I would like to
do something just like that."
His decision led him first to a law degree at the University of
Minnesota then, during the next year, to completion of his bachelor's
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and master's degrees and a temporary assignment teaching political
science at the University of Minnesota. There had not yet been a
chance to take the bar examination when an offer arrived from the
Louisiana State University Law School. Professor Verral took the
bar examination, moved to Louisiana, and five weeks later faced his
first law class. Initially he taught real property, partnerships, and
administrative law, among other subjects.
Subsequently, he taught at Cornell from whence he went to
Yale as a Sterling Fellow, where he. was awarded a J.S.D. in 1931.
He then enjoyed a tenure at Vanderbilt and U.C.L.A. Law Schools
before joining Hastings' Sixty-five Club in 1970.
His casebook on California community property is widely used
in law schools throughout the state. He is also a recognized expert
on real property law.
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